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(another’s) foot or fcet,] [i. e. a such or

stocking, or a pair qfsochs or stochings]. ($,

Q. Q. 2. He put on [i. e., on his own

foot or feet,] ._.:),o_- [i. e. a sock or stocking, or

a pair of socks or stockings]. And in
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like manner, Q9)”. .,.v”.|_-.5‘ [He put on apair

ofsocks or stockings]. (TA.)

[The mange, or scab ;] a certain disease,

(A,) well known; A,K;) accord. to the

medical books, (Mgh,) a gross humour, arising

beneath the shin, from the mixture of the salt

phlegm, (Mgb,MF,) or the phlegm of the flesh,

(so in a copy of the Mgh,) with the blood, accom

panied with pustules, and sometimes with emacia

tion, in consequence of its abundance; (Msb,

MF,) or [an eruption consisting of] pustules

upon the bodies of men and camels. (M, TA.)
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You say, ._.:).1d\ ._,:)._>Jl Q4 [5421 [More

transitive, or catching, than the mange, or scab,

among the Arabs]: (A, TA :) a proverb. (TA.)

._.1-Rust upon a sword. (K.)_IA resem

blance of rust upon the inner side of the [or

eyelid], (M, K,) sometimes covering the whole of

it, and sometimes part of it. You say,

Or»

.,s).n_ 1[In his eyelids is] a resemblance
of rustfluponrtheir inner sides. 1- A vice,

a fault, a defect, an imperfection, or a blemish.
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A place of seed-produce; ($, ;) as also

7:4)-T-: 2) and a tract of land such as is

termed [i. e. a field, or land, sown or for

sowing, without any building or trees in it; or

land cleared for sowing and planting; or a

separate piece of land in which palm-trees dc.

grow; &c.]: metaphorically applied by

Imra-el-Keys to [a grove of] palm-trees, where

he says
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[Like a grove of palm-trees, or lihe the planta

tion of Ycthrib]: (AI;In, TA 2) or land prepared

for sowing or planting: (AI_{n, :) or a piece

of land di_'[)"eri-ng in condition from the land

adjoining it, [i. e. a patch of land,] producing

good plants or herbage: (Lth, TA :) the pl. [or

rather coll. gen. n.] is 7 (Lth, AHn,) like
.. , , .

as is of and of £337: (A1_1n:) or

signifies a C1}; Bl'1(lll8 pl. is (Isa,

TA.) .__ A skin, or a mat, which is placed upon

the brink of a well, lest the water should be scat

tered into the well [app. in falling from the bucket

into the channel of the tank or cistern &c.]: or

(askin, TA,) that is placed in a rivulet or stream

let [which is applied in the present day

to an artificial streamlet for irrigation, in the form

of a trench or gutter,]) that the water may flow

down over it [app. from the well to the tank or

cistern &c.]. (M,
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Qlgq or QM);-: see ._..»).q-\:=and for the

latter, seeU II) C 1:’ 1

Q1,»)9 and see Q9», in five places.

wins n

.\.,»)q- and id»: see what next follows.

1.6}; ($,MF,TA) the 1,6,7, (Mj, MF,

TA,) which are the two forms commonly known,

(MF,TA,) or, accord. to the 1;, Y,-_,t,._"..,. and
9 v0)

7 Q9)», or, accord. to the L,

times '£;l;;;., or, accord. to some copies of the

K, [and so in the CK,] RU;-5 and 7-U’;-,

which are evident mistranscriptions, or, accord.

to the ’Inéyeh of El-Khafitjee, which is

more strange, (MF,) but this last accords [most

nearly] with its original, (TA,) [for it is] a

Persian word arabicized, ($, TA,) originally

(TA ;) The [or opening at the

neck’ and bosom] of a shirt: (K, TA :) or the

part around the neck, upon which are sewed the

buttons: (IB and TA in art. or the [part

called] [q. v.] ofa shirt. TA.) _.;-Z- (Fr,$. K) wdjl3\;}-. <1.<,TA,> or M},-.

(CK,) The edge (J;-) of a sword: :) or a

thing [i. e. a case] TA) of served leather

(TA) in which are put a sword and its scabbard

with the cords or belts by which it is suspended;

(K, TA ;) i. q. : [see also _,:\)A? :]) or

a large sword-case in which are a man’s sword

and his whip and what else he requires: (Fr,

TA: [also called and and :])

in the L, the first is [also] said to signify the

scabbard of a sword. (TA.)
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l QQR, and some

[a word of a very rare form, (see

ii)-;E=,)] The north-west wind; a wind of the

hind [termed 17.33, that blows in a direction between

that of the [north wind, or northerly wind, called]

JLQ» and that of the [west wind, or westerly

wind, called] ,5, and that dispels the 61014.1..

(S, TA :) it is a cold wind, and is sometimes

attended by a little rain: (TA in art. , q. v. :)

or the [north wind, or northerly wind, called]

,JL,.b: or the cold of that wind: (K, TA :) or,

as also (TA,) the southeast wind,

the wind that blows in a direction between that

of the [south wind, or southerly wind, called]

*9” and that of the [east wind, or easterly

wind, called] (I_§,TA.)._A1so, with the

article J1, a name of The seventh earth: cor

responding to 1" )a!i, a name of “the seventh

heaven.” (TA.).-==Als0 A weak man.

‘T-£3"-'1 M§brKt 850") not (lskr Mgbr
1_<,) orlthis latter is of weak authority, (K, TA,)

or peculiar to the vulgar, L,) A provision

bag for travellers: (K,IjIar p. 174:) or a bag,

or receptacle, for travelling-provisions and for

goods or utensils §'c.; syn. fin’: (K, TA :) or
such a receptacle made of sheelp-shin, in which

nothing is’ ‘I-*cpt but what is dry )(TA :) pl. [of

mm] -.».~.- ($.Msb.K) and -.-0+, <s.1.<.> the

lutter a contraction of the former, (TA,) and [of

pauc.] ($,Mgb,K.)_.1A sword-case;

or a case,’ or receptacle, in which a sword is put

with its scabbard and its suspensory belt or cord;

syn. .,s\)§. (TA. [seehalso ):{\g;.;.])

-I-The scrotum. _ ‘,.LiJI .,:\)a_- +[The

pericardium, or heart-purse]. (K in ’art. ~:~,$,

&c.) _ 1‘ The cavity of the well ,

(M,I_(;) or {its interior, (Lth,$, M, A,) from

top to bottom. (Lth, $, M.) You say, ,.l:l

Case thou its interior with stones. '

A certain measure, (M, A, Mgh,K,)

or quimtity, of wheat, ($,Msb,) consisting of

four [pl. of (M, A, M@_.h,1_;=) or

ten w]; each thereof consisting of ten[pl. of),-Ls]; so that the )_._..‘.‘.t= is the hundredth

part of the whole: (TA 2) or, as some say, a

measure difering in di_'fl"erent countries; as is

the case of the Jig and :1; and &c. (MF,

TA.) For the pl., see what follows.._Hence,

(Mgh,) -[A certain quantity of land; Mgh,

Msb;) as much as is sown with the measure of

seed so called; _(A, Mgh ;) like as mules and the

space that they travel are termed Q);»: (A,

Mgh :*) it is sixty cubits by sixty cubits; accord.

to Kudameh, the extent termed multiplied

by itself; the Q51 being sixty cubits; the cubit
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being six ;‘.;Li:\._-5; and the 3-b.._-5, four c._~\.eI:

the tenth part of the ~,.._.g).n_- is calledfi, and the

tenth of the )‘._-53 is called ),_.$.s; so that the is

ten .l).’.‘.sl : (Mgh :) it is a distinct portion ofland,

diflizring according to the diferent conventional

usages of the people of different provinces: it is

said that the width of six moderate-sized barley
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come is called the 3-'a._.5 is four cgl-cl;

the is six ;:L.':.,5 ; ten are calledten (ah;-£5 are called J51; and the __,.g)q- is the

extent termed J-M multiplied by itself: the [J-Isl

multiplied by the i.,.a5 is called and the

J-.5! multiplied by the 8)} is called £2-9 : so the

.,~._:)-q- is ten thousand cubits: or, accord. to

Kudameh the Scribe, it is three thousand and
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six hundred cubits; (Msb :) pl. [of pauc.] 3.,»_)_~\

and [of mult.] Q,\;,',.f. (s,1m_.h,1,<) and .§.,,’..f..

(R,TA.) See also a';,‘l._.._A1so A valley,

(Lth, Msb, K; [accord. tb the second of which,

this is the primary signification ;]) i. e., in an

absolute sense; and, with the article Qt, the name

of a particular valley in the territory of Keys:
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(TA :) pl. Egg;-l. (Lth, TA.)

[A sock or stocking, or a pair of socks

or stochings,'] the wrapper of the foot or leg:

(K 2) or a pair of woollen envelopes for the feet,

used for warmth: (TA :) an arabicized word,

($',Msb,) from the Persian .'_'§,.§, originally

i. e. ‘:tomb of the foot:” (TA :) pl.

1-.u's=r- and ~.-ob-.-; ($.11. Msb,K;) in the

former of which, the 5 is added because it is ori

ginally a foreign word. ($,TA.) You say, 3.;

.3:”;_>JI C3) Of @251 [He, or it, is more stink

3;”-: see ..,.»)qI, last sentence but one.

ing than the smell ofsochs, or stockings]. (A, TA.)

i._»)\;; A maker of ._..v)\,'-_'- [i. e. socks or stock

ingsjl (TA.)
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